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`Misplaced' Back Plate Numbers
BY MICHAEL

XAMINING VARIOUS BILLS OBTAINED IN
circulation or at the bank as a matter of course is a
good habit to get into. Various differences can

  sometimes be found on older series of notes found
in circulation. Bugging your family to check their notes too is
a good way to bring them into the collecting fraternity or turn
them off on collecting completely!

Over the course of the years, I have examined the notes
I obtained and learned things that I have failed to see
explained in various collector publications. For example, I
noticed that on every note I examined, the front plate number
was normally in the lower right corner of the bill's face, while
the back plate number was also in the lower right corner of the
bill's back.

It was while checking for mules (a note that has the
front plate number printed in one size while the back plate
number is a different size) that I discovered that the Fort
Worth-printed bills (the ones with the letters FW next to the
front plate number) are all mules. (There is one exception,
the 1995 Ft. Worth back plate number 295, as reported in
Numismatic News, Feb. 20, 2001.) That is, the back plate num-
bers are a larger size font than the front plate numbers. (See
Paper Money, Volume XXXVI, Number 4, July/August 1997,
page 120.) By contrast notes printed at the BEP in

Washington, D.C. have front and back plate numbers the
same size.

I also found two notes on which the back plate numbers
were not in their customary location. Figure 1 is a photograph
of the reverse of a normal $1 Federal Reserve Note with the
back plate number in its customary position.

The first note I found is a Series 1985 Federal Reserve
Note $1, serial number F07700168A, with a front plate num-
ber Fl and a back plate number of 129. The location of the
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back plate number is on the left side at the bottom of the
ONE window. (See Paper Money, Volume XXXVI, Number 4,
July/August 1997, page 121.) This variation is noted in the
31st edition of the Official 1999 Blackbook Price Guide to United
States Paper Money, on page 88, and in the Numismatic News
article referenced above. These resources also list this varia-
tion as being found on the Series 1981A $1 Federal Reserve
Note. The face and back of the Series 1985 variation are
shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.

The second note is a Series 1993 Federal Reserve Note
$1, serial number B22734363H, with a front plate number of 1
and a back plate number of 8. The back plate number 8 is
located immediately to the right of the motto IN GOD WE
TRUST above the ONE on the note's back. Figures 4 and 5
are the face and back of this note, respectively. Note that this
note has the characteristics of a "web note." The face plate
number is a single number with no position letter, and the
location of the back plate number is consistent with a descrip-
tion found in Numismatic News. It also falls into one of the
two Series 1993 districts that had web notes printed: New
York (B) and Philadelphia (C)

Getting into the habit of checking your notes can yield
rewards and unusual finds. I continue to check my money as I
get it, and I hope I can get lucky and find another variation to
slip into my collection.
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